
From: Nicole Addy 

Sent: March 27, 2019 5:19 PM 
To: Thompson,James 

Cc: Osanic,Lisa 
Subject: Planning Committee Meeting of April 4, 2019 

 
Kindly distribute the following to members of the Planning Committee for the meeting of April 
4, 2019. 
 
I respectfully submit the following, with some additional information, for consideration in the 
review of the 655 Graceland development plan.  
 
While the welfare of wildlife appears to have been given some consideration in the study of the 
655 Graceland project, it seems that human welfare has come to naught, assuming it was ever 
considered. I am appalled to hear that the planning staff has recommend the acceptance of the 
proposed development, as submitted. What possible justification is there, in this day and age, for 
approving the construction of a group of residential units right next to a major railroad. This is 
2019, not 1919! While proximity to rail was an essential lifeline for our growing communities in 
the last century, it certainly is not today. This is the main east-west freight line, with trains 
routinely pulling 125 cars or more, several times per day. There is loud, screeching noise from 
the friction of the wheels on the rails and the bumping couplers every time the freight trains 
make their way along Bath Road line. This only increases if brakes are applied to slow the train 
on the curve as it approaches Collins Bay. The topography of the lot is such that the proposed 
row of homes along the line would not only be next to the railroad, but literally sitting above it. 
A berm with a fence on top would have little beneficial effect in mitigating the noise. The quality 
of life of the families in those homes would be seriously impacted. I live on the north side of 
Forest Hill Drive East and have a row of two storey homes across the street as sound barriers. I 
still hear the rumbling noise of those huge freight trains in my home with all windows closed. 
What will it be like for those families? Will they even be able to enjoy their homes and yards, 
open their windows, have a good nightôs rest? Has the KFL&A Public Health Unit been 
consulted with respect to the possible negative impact of the noise on the health and 
development of those families? Are the potential tax revenues from those properties more 
important to the city than the welfare of its citizens? 
 
Besides the noise, vibrations are often felt by residents of Forest Hill Drive, upon the passage of 
the very long and heavily laden freight cars. This effect would be considerably amplified in the 
proposed row of homes right next to the railroad. What structural damage will this cause to the 
homes subjected to those vibrations on a daily basis?  At the first Planning Committee meeting, 
residents from the western portion of Forest Hill Drive, whose homes are closer to the rail line 
than those on Forest Hill Drive East, did indeed mention structural problems to some homes 
presumably related to rail traffic. Since information shared at previous public meetings will be 
on record, could the City of Kingston be held responsible, if not liable, for those damages for 
having approved such plans? If the City nevertheless  decides to approve the plan, it should insist 
that a clause be added to the sale contracts of the proposed lots, clearly indicating the 
potentiel noise nuisance and vibration effects from proximity to the railroad. 
As a taxpayer, I have concerns about the transparency of the public consultation regarding this 
project. Signs advertising the sale of lots for ñdream homesò on the applicantôs property have 
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been posted on Bayridge Drive and Bath Road for more than three months.  The sketch of the 
proposed development shown to prospective buyers by the real estate agent indicated one lot 
already sold and another on hold, as of March 7. Did the applicant of the project  have privileged 
information, unbeknownst to the public and  city councillors, that encouraged such early sales 
promotions? Interestingly, while the aforementioned sketch has all of the proposed lots outlined 
in precise detail and includes Bath Road, it conveniently and conspicuously omits the railroad 
line, at the southern boundary of the lot, a minor error no doubt... 
 
In closing, I would like to know if the City planning staff, in conducting their analysis,  consulted 
The Guidelines for New Development in Proximity to Railway Operations, prepared for the 
Federation of Canadian Municipalities and The Railway Association of Canada. 
 
 
Thank you. 
Nicole Addy Seoane 
532 Forest Hill Drive East 
Kingston K7M 8M5 
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